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n-Puzzle problem

Consider the n-Puzzle problem where we have to place n tiles on an n+1 board by sliding them around
so that the integers 1 through n ! 1 are in succession. n + 1 must be a square integer. In particular,
our text book discusses the 8-Puzzle problem (See Figure 1). See Figure 2 for a 15-size version.
For this assignment you are asked to write a program that solves n-puzzle problem using a general
function called graphSearch. The graphSearch function that you will write takes five arguments:

• The initial node.
• A predicate which is true of goal nodes.
• A function to compute the successors of a node.
• A function to estimate the distance from a given node to a goal node. This is the h function

discussed in class.
• A function which estimates the total cost of a path from the start node to a goal node passing

through a given node. This function takes the g and h values for a node and combines them to
produce the f value.

You will also have to write the problem-dependent parts1 for the n-puzzle problem, i.e., the nPuzzle
function, the computeSuccessors function and various versions of the h and f functions. Of course,
you will have to write any other functions necessary.

1. nPuzzle—The top-level function: The nPuzzle function takes two arguments, n and an initial
board state, invokes graphSearch with the proper arguments for the problem and returns the
result.

2. computeSucessors—Generates a node’s successors: The computeSuccessors function is given
a node and returns a list (possibly empty) of the successors of that node in the search space and
the cost associated with arcs from the node and each successor. The function should return a list
of tuples where the first element of each is a successor node and the second is the associated arc
cost.

Searches to Implement

Write versions of the h and f functions to do the following kinds of search and solve the n-Puzzle
problem for each one.

1The graphSearch function can be used to solve other specific problems as well.
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Figure 1: A random intial state and a goal state for the 8-puzzle problem

Figure 2: The goal state for the 15-puzzle problem

1. Breadth-first search: The node with the lowest cost path form the start is chosen for expansion.
2. Iterative deepening search: Repeatedly perform depth-limited depth-first search.
3. Best-first search: The node which appears closest to the goal is selected for expansion. Devise

three reasonable heuristic estimators (i.e., h) function and describe them.
4. Algorithm A* search: The node which appears to be on the shortest path from the start to the

goal state will be selected for expansion.
5. Extra Credit: Local search: Implement local search with variations.

Analysis

1. Start with an acceptable small value of n and increase the value to whatever you can.
2. For each of the searches you perform, compute the average branching factor. Report the branching

factors in a table and/or graph. Interpret the results. Look at the text to see how it compares
branching factors for various algorithms.

3. Keep track of the amount of time needed (or, instructions executed) by your functions. Draw
graphs for theoretical time analysis (where possible) and time taken in practice, and compare the
two.

4. Include any write-ups about problems faced and how you solved them. Describe how you can
make the solutions better.
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